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learn more information, read the disclosure of my affiliates Do not want all heavy ebike that has loads of gears and a massive battery. If you're looking for a lightweight electric bike with light, agile and low maintenance, then the Gtech Sport Hybrid ticks all the right boxes. A step-thru version called Gtech City is also available. Read my review below to see why these e-bikes are still popular in 2020.If you
were asked to design the perfect, minimalist e-bike, you're going for one speed, perhaps with a Gates carbon band drive, a lightweight drooling frame and a small rear engine with a compact battery. Gtech hybrid Sport meets all of the above criteria and is also excellent value for money under £1000. I managed to borrow one of the acquaintances to see what all the fuss was about, and although the area I
live in isn't really suitable for a single speed bike, I was still impressed by what Gtech has to offer. Gtech City Electric BikeThere is also a step-thru/easy-entry version called Gtech City. It uses all the same components as the Sport version, but has a frame of steps and a gel saddle for comfort, making it an ideal electric bike for women or older riders who have problems with regular frames. It is also slightly
smaller with 17 frames (as opposed to 20 frames of sport). The electrical components of the Gtech Sport Hybrid ebike is designed to be lightweight and agile, the electrical components of the bike on the other hand are usually quite heavy (especially the battery). In order to minimise the weight, it is necessary to make some sacrifices, and in the case of Gtech it is a battery. EngineA compact 250w rear,
focused hub engine used on Gtech, this type of engine is lightweight, efficient and small. These engines are generally very reliable and should be maintenance-free for the duration of ownership, but it should be noted that due to the low power and single-stage gear, the engine will fight on very steep hills. Gtech is definitely tailor-made flat or moderately rolling terrain. There are 2 levels of pedal help to
choose from – low or high. I have the lowest it was ideal for cruising around the apartment, and the great strength was excellent for helping with the temperate hills. The pedal assist sensor used on Gtech senses torque, which means it senses the amount of force you apply to the pedals and gives you electrical assistance in proportion to that force. Effectively it measures your effort and enhances it, giving
you the feeling that you have developed super strong legs! Battery 36v 5.6Ah lithium battery weighs only 1.4 kg and can reach a range of a maximum of 20-30 miles. This battery has half the energy capacity of other e-bikes at this price, but helps keep the overall weight of the bike down, plus you can buy spare batteries if needed. Bike ComponentsWhen it comes to lightweight commuter electric bikes, a
single-speed system and a strap drive is a great idea. Gates' carbon-band drive uses a special machine-chain and rear chain drive that produces fully maintenance-free drive, and unlike chains, the Gates belt should last a lifetime of the bike. Another great thing about the belt is that you don't have to worry about getting chain oil on your clothes. Tektro v-brakes work very well on dry, but become less
effective in wet. As long as they adjust properly, they will do a good enough stop, this brake arrangement will also contribute to the low weight of Gtech. The great thing about v-brakes is that it is easy to adjust, and the brake pads can be easily replaced. Wheels and tyres 700 x 38c hybrid tyres are built on dual-wall rims, making the Gtech Hybrid Sport reel very good. This bike glides over smooth asphalt,
and also handles some rougher surfaces with ease. FrameTech's lightweight frame is made of an airline-class frame and is sturdy enough to handle the city's horse-riding strictents, but lightweight enough to keep the weight down. All electrical cables are internally redirected, which is a very neat finish. Who is the Most Harmonious Gtech Sport Hybrid e-Bike for? If you're looking for a lightweight suburban
electric bike, which requires minimal maintenance, then Gtech could be for you. Keep in mind that as a single speed will not be particularly suitable for passengers who have steep climbs to negotiate. I tested Gtech on a short 10% gradient, and I still needed to put in a lot of effort, but it dealt with the shallower gradients with ease. The sports version is only available in a frame size of 20, so it may not be
suitable for shorter drivers. However, the simple input/step-thru frame of Gtech City is available in 17 frames. If you're after a reliable weekend of recreational e-bike, then Gtech is perfect for riding light bike lanes and canal tow paths. Because the bike is so light, it's nice and easy to undress and get off a typical car carrier. In conclusion Although the Gtech Sport Hybrid Electric bike is very basic for price,
this is also one of its excavating features. I know a couple of people who owned bike for a few years and they are generally very reliable without maintenance and they look pretty nice as well. One of my friends said he originally got out of the battery about 30 miles away, but after a year of daily travel, this has now returned to about 20 miles. This is not unusual for a lithium battery and replacements are
available from Gtech customer service. I rode one of these around my area in Cornwall, and I can say it's definitely not suitable for steep hills unless you're really treading the pedals. If you're driving on fairly flat terrain or temperate hills then it's a breeze to drive. The engine is smooth, the Gates belt drive is quiet. And if you don't need electrical help, you can ride it just like a normal bike without actually
noticing the extra weight. Not everyone wants a heavy e-bike with a bunch of gears. Most electric hybrid bikes available at this price weigh 20 kilograms or more, Gtech comes at a svelte 16kg! I really like Gtech, it's simple and efficient – no more worrying about changing gears or greasy chains. There is no doubt that it is really suitable for urban riding. It's fast, it's agile, and if you have to carry it up the
stairs – no problem! Visit Gtech's website for more informationAlso available from HalfordsPlease and like us: 1 2 3 4 5 Table of contents 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 1 2 3 4 5 Table contents 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43
44 45 46 47 48 This post contains affiliate links, to learn more information , please read my branch discovery not all heavy ebike that has loads of gears and a massive battery. If you're looking for a lightweight electric bike with light, agile and low maintenance, then the Gtech Sport Hybrid ticks all the right boxes. A step-thru version called Gtech City is also available. Read my review below to see why these
e-bikes are still popular in 2020.If you were asked to design the perfect, minimalist e-bike, you're going for one speed, perhaps with a Gates carbon band drive, a lightweight drooling frame and a small rear engine with a compact battery. Gtech hybrid Sport meets all of the above criteria and is also excellent value for money under £1000. I managed to borrow one of the acquaintances to see what all the fuss
was about, and although the area I live in isn't really suitable for a single speed bike, I was still impressed by what Gtech has to offer. Gtech City Electric BikeThere is also a step-thru/easy-entry version called Gtech City. It uses all the same components as the Sport version, but has a frame of steps and a gel saddle for comfort, making it an ideal electric bike for women or older riders who have problems
with regular frames. It is also slightly smaller with a frame of 17 (as opposed to 20 frames sport). The electrical components of the Gtech Sport Hybrid ebike is designed to be lightweight and agile, the electrical components of the bike on the other hand are usually quite heavy (especially the battery). In order to minimise the weight, it is necessary to make some sacrifices, and in the case of Gtech it is a
battery. EngineA compact 250w rear, focused hub engine used on Gtech, this type of engine is lightweight, efficient and small. These engines are generally very reliable and should be maintenance-free for the duration of ownership, but it should be noted that due to the low power and single-stage gear, the engine will fight on very steep hills. Gtech is definitely tailor-made flat or moderately rolling terrain.
There are 2 levels of pedal help to choose from – low or high. I found that the lowest level was ideal for cruising around the apartment, and the great strength was excellent for helping with the temperate hills. The pedal assist sensor used on Gtech senses torque, which means it senses the amount of force you apply to the pedals and gives you electrical assistance in proportion to that force. Effectively it
measures your effort and enhances it, giving you the feeling that you have developed super strong legs! Battery 36v 5.6Ah lithium battery weighs only 1.4 kg and can reach a range of a maximum of 20-30 miles. This battery has half the energy capacity of other e-bikes at this price, but helps keep the overall weight of the bike down, plus you can buy spare batteries if needed. Bike ComponentsWhen it
comes to lightweight commuter electric bikes, a single-speed system and a strap drive is a great idea. Gates' carbon-band drive uses a special machine-chain and rear chain drive that produces fully maintenance-free drive, and unlike chains, the Gates belt should last a lifetime of the bike. Another great thing about the belt is that you don't have to worry about getting chain oil on your clothes. Tektro v-
brakes work very well on dry, but become less effective in wet. As long as they adjust properly, they will do a good enough stop, this brake arrangement will also contribute to the low weight of Gtech. The great thing about v-brakes is that it is easy to adjust, and the brake pads can be easily replaced. Wheels and tyres 700 x 38c hybrid tyres are built on dual-wall rims, making the Gtech Hybrid Sport reel
very good. This bike glides over smooth asphalt, and also handles some rougher surfaces with ease. FrameTech's lightweight frame is made of an airline-class frame and is sturdy enough to handle the city's horse-riding strictents, but lightweight enough to keep the weight down. All electrical cables are internally redirected, which is a very neat finish. Who is the Most Harmonious Gtech Sport Hybrid e-Bike
for? If you're looking for a lightweight suburban electric bike, which requires minimal maintenance, then Gtech could be for you. Please note that as a single speed will not be particularly suitable for passengers who have steep climbs to negotiate. I tested Gtech on a short 10% gradient, and I still needed to put in a lot of effort, but it dealt with the shallower gradients with ease. The sports version is only
available in a frame size of 20, so it may not be suitable for shorter drivers. However, the simple input/step-thru frame of Gtech City is available in 17 frames. If you're after a reliable weekend of recreational e-bike, then Gtech is perfect for riding light bike lanes and canal tow paths. Because the bike is so light, it's nice and easy to undress and get off a typical car carrier. In conclusion Although the Gtech
Sport Hybrid Electric bike is very basic for price, this is also one of its excavating features. I know a few people who have owned this bike for a few years and they are generally very reliable, maintenance-free and they look pretty nice as well. One of my friends said he originally got out of the battery about 30 miles away, but after a year of daily travel, this has now returned to about 20 miles. This is not
unusual for a lithium battery and replacements are available from Gtech customer service. I rode one of these around my area in Cornwall, and I can say it's definitely not suitable for steep hills unless you're really treading the pedals. If you're driving on fairly flat terrain or temperate hills then it's a breeze to drive. The engine is smooth, the Gates belt drive is quiet. And if you don't need electrical help, you
can ride it just like a normal bike without actually noticing the extra weight. Not everyone wants a heavy e-bike with a bunch of gears. Most electric hybrid bikes available at this price weigh 20 kilograms or more, Gtech comes at a svelte 16kg! I really like Gtech, it's simple and efficient – no more worrying about changing gears or greasy chains. There is no doubt that it is really suitable for urban riding. It's
fast, it's agile, and if you have to carry it up the stairs – no problem! Visit Gtech's website for more informationAlso available from HalfordsPlease to follow and like us: us:
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